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Abstract. Social media websites, such as YouTube and Flicker, are gaining increasing popularity nowadays.
Online group functions are supported by these websites to enable users to collectively share their rich
experience and informat ion. However, the exp losive growth of groups makes it increasingly difficult for users
to find relevant ones that they are really interested in. This research proposes a novel approach to recommend
interest groups to online users by leveraging semantic content and social connections involved in social med ia
data. Semantic group reco mmendations and social group recommendations are aggregated via data fusion
techniques. Two real social media websites are considered and experiments are conducted. The evaluation
results exhibit that the proposed method is more effective than the baseline methods.
Keywords: Social media; group recommendation; semantic content; social connections

1. INTRODUCTION
Social med ia websites (e.g., YouTube and Flicker) are
increasingly attracting people’s attention nowadays. Recent
years have witnessed a rap id convergence of online content
sharing network websites. We observe that large amount of
content can be generated and diffused by users in these
social media websites. Due to the dynamical behavior of
users in social media websites and the great volume of
content generated by users, it imposes great challenges for
traditional reco mmendations to provide personalized
content to users. In the social media websites, the delivery
of online content and information among users determines

the popularity of the site. There are several ways by which
such content and information can be shared among
individuals. One of the most popular information sharing
methods involves the format ion of online groups that
enable users to collectively share their content and rich
experience with a group of people. More and more modern
social Web sites such as Facebook, Flickr, CiteULike and
Last.fm have supported group functions to involve users in
sharing items and exchange insights. However, the
explosive growth of online groups creates new challenges
for researchers to help users locate relevant interest groups
to join. It is a crit ical issue for online users to find relevant
groups that they are really interested in. Users are flooded

in the sea of too much informat ion and are struggling to
make good decision, which refers to information overload
problem (A ljukhadar et al., 2012). Manually browsing or
searching the huge number of groups is very timeconsuming and d ifficult. Thus, it is increasingly important
to leverage social media data to recommend appropriate
interest groups.
To alleviate the information overload imposed on
online users and to facilitate group participation, we focus
on recommending interest groups by min ing social media
websites. Previous group recommendation works are
relatively limited when they are compared to item
recommendation task. Existing works (Chen et al., 2008;
Kim and El Saddik, 2013; Vasuki et al., 2010; Zheng et al.,
2010) had limited exp loration on social med ia data and
they were lack of semantic analysis and social network
analysis. In (Vasuki et al., 2010), only friendship
informat ion and membership information were considered
to generate group recommendations while other useful
metadata was ignored. Although content informat ion and
connection informat ion were both used in Chen et al’ s
work (2008), deeper content semantics analysis and various
online connections were not exploited. So me recent wo rk
emp irically verified the contributions of tagging
informat ion to imp rove reco mmendation performance.
However, there is still roo m for imp rovement by leveraging
rich social media data.
To address above issues, a hybrid recommendation
approach, which is called the semantic-social fused group
recommendation approach, has been proposed to
recommend relevant interest groups in social media
websites. The semantic content analysis and social network
analysis are integrated via data fusion model to reco mmend
highly semantic relevant and socially endorsed groups. The
proposed approach is evaluated through a comp rehensive
experiment using CiteULike dataset and Last.fm dataset.
The results show that the proposed approach outperforms
the baseline methods in terms of recommendation accuracy.
The main contribution of this paper can be
summarized as follows:
(1) We propose a semantic social group
recommendation framework to reco mmend interest groups
for online users, which leverages semantic content and
online connections
to
improve reco mmendation
performance.
(2) Mapreduce framework has been employed to
support large scale similarity computation in social media
contexts and data fusion techniques has been investigated
in reco mmendation context and their effect iveness has been
evaluated.
(3) To evaluate the performance o f the proposed group
recommendation framework, we conduct comprehensive
experiments in two real datasets fro m social media websites

and the results demonstrate the effectiveness of the
proposed method and framework.
The rest of the paper is organized as follo ws. The
details of semantic group recommendation framework are i
ntroduced in Section 2. Sect ion 3 presents the design and m
ethodology used in the experiments, while the results are an
alyzed in Section 4. Sect ion 5 discusses conclusions and po
ints out future research directions.

2. SEMANTIC-SOCIAL GROUP RECOMMEN
DATION MODEL
In this paper, we focus on reco mmending interest
groups to individual users in order to address the following
fundamental question: Given a part icular user, wh ich
groups would be relevant to his/her interests? To answer
this question, we mine the social med ia websites deeply
and leverage content and connections to find interest
groups for online users. Figure 1 depicts the architecture of
the proposed group recommendation mechanis m. There are
three main modules developed to analyze the informat ion
fro m the social med ia websites . The objectives of the
analysis modules included in the system are described as
follows:
(1) The semantic content filtering module establishes
the term vectors for group profiles and user profiles,
computes the matching degree scores between them and
recommends interest groups with semantic relevance.
Moreover, the term similarity matrix is innovatively
computed to support profile representations.
(2) The social aggregation filtering module analyzes
heterogeneous user relations by examin ing online social
activities, co mputes social aggregation scores from nearest
neighbors and recommends interest groups with social
influence.
(3)The group reco mmendation fusion module leverage
s a variety of data fusion strategies to combine two reco mm
endation lists from previous steps and provides the final g ro

up recommendations to online users.
Figure 1: The overview of proposed semantic social group
recommender system.

In social media websites, we leverage semantic
expansion techniques and social min ing methods to
recommend most relevant interest groups for online users.
The whole processes of the recommendation mechanism
are detailed in the following subsections.

2.1 Semantic content filtering
2.1.1 NLP preparation
Since users’ bookmarked items show their latent
interests, we represent user profiles by analyzing the
content and descriptions of items. Similarly, group profiles
can also be represented by their member users ’ relevant
items. Therefo re, term vectors of all the items should be
prepared. Using the classical NLP procedures (such as
segmentation, stopping and stemming) (Pudota et al., 2010),
the items and term features are represented by a Term-Item
Matrix. The Term-Item (TI) matrix is a matrix to denote the
association between terms and items, where is the number
of terms and is the number of items. Tradit ionally, only
terms in the title or description of items were considered
However, this limited set of terms cannot capture the
comprehensive content of the item since a low number of
terms causes the TI matrix to be sparse leading to less
accurate term correlation scores. In o rder to overcome the
accuracy problem, rich tagging information is extracted and
exploited. In the social med ia context , tagging informat ion
provides additional collective content descriptions. Some
recent works have proved that tags were beneficial for
document retrieval (Figueiredo et al., 2012; Hsu and Chen,
2011). In this paper, we use term frequency-inverse
document frequency (TFIDF) measure (Chowdhury, 2010)
to compute TI matrix. The TFIDF value of term t of item i,
is defined as follows:
|𝐼|
𝑁𝑡,𝑖
𝑇𝐹𝐼𝐷𝐹𝑡 ,𝑖 =
∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔
(1)
∑𝑘𝜖𝑉 𝑁𝑘,𝑖
1 + |𝐼𝑡 |
Where Nt,i is the occurrence count of term t in item i;
V denotes the te-rm vocabulary; |I| is the nu mber of all
the items and |It | is the number of items which contains
term t.

2.1.2 Similarity computation
Since there may be certain semantic relat ionships in
the item content, traditional vector space model (VSM)
techniques generate term mis match problem on account of
ignoring term semantics (Quattrone et al., 2011; Sun et al.,
2013). In this paper, we use semantic computing method to
find semantics between terms. To co mpute pairwise
similarity of all terms within the dictionary, a variety of

metrics (such as cosine similarity, Jaccard coefficient and
Pearson correlation) have been proposed in the literature,
which are often simp ly calcu lated based on term co occurrence. However, these metrics will suffer fro m the
problem of key word’s power law distribution in social
items. Although the Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI)
technique (Manning et al., 2008) has been us ed in
Information Retrieval to deal with the above problem, it has
raised several concerns due to its computational cost and
long parameter tuning time. In this work, we emp loy the
novel keyword similarity method proposed in (Quattrone et
al., 2011) rely ing on the mutual reinforcement principle.
The method uses an iterative approach to compute
similarities whereby the similarity between any two objects
(terms or items) is co mputed based on the similarities
already computed in the previous iteration. In detail, the
similarity computation is performed as follows.
Initial Step,
𝑠𝑡 0 (𝑡𝑚 , 𝑡𝑛 ) = 𝜃𝑚𝑛 ,
𝑠𝑖 0 (𝑖 𝑚 , 𝑖 𝑛 ) = 𝜃𝑚𝑛
(2)
𝑡ℎ
In 𝑝 Step
𝑠𝑡 𝑝 (𝑡𝑚 , 𝑡𝑛 ) =

𝑆𝑇 𝑝 (𝑡𝑚 ,𝑡𝑛 )
√𝑆𝑇 𝑝 (𝑡𝑚,𝑡𝑚)∙√𝑆𝑇 𝑝 ( 𝑡𝑛 ,𝑡𝑛 )

𝑠𝑖 𝑝 (𝑖𝑚 , 𝑖 𝑛 ) =

𝑆𝐼 𝑝 (𝑖𝑚,𝑖𝑛 )
√𝑆𝐼 𝑝 (𝑖𝑚,𝑖𝑚 )∙√𝑆𝐼 𝑝 (𝑖𝑛 ,𝑖𝑛 )

(3)

(4)

Where:
𝐼
𝑆𝑇 𝑝(𝑡𝑚, 𝑡𝑛) = ∑ 𝑛𝑗,𝑘=1
𝑤𝑚𝑗 ∙ 𝜑𝑗𝑘 ∙ 𝑠𝑖𝑝−1(𝑖𝑗, 𝑖𝑘 ) ∙ 𝑤𝑛𝑘 (5)
𝑇
𝑆𝐼 𝑝(𝑖𝑚 , 𝑖𝑛) = ∑ 𝑛𝑗,𝑘=1
𝑤𝑗𝑚 ∙ 𝜑𝑗𝑘 ∙ 𝑠𝑡 𝑝−1(𝑡𝑗, 𝑡𝑘) ∙ 𝑤𝑘𝑛

(6)

In the init ial step, term similarity 𝑠𝑡 0 ( 𝑡𝑚 , 𝑡𝑛 ) and
the item similarity
𝑠𝑖 0 (𝑖 𝑚 , 𝑖 𝑛 ) = 𝜃𝑚𝑛 are defined. Each
term (resp., item) is similar only to itself and it is dissimilar
to all other terms (resp., item). At the pth step, let
𝑠𝑡 𝑝 (𝑡𝑚 , 𝑡𝑛 ) (resp., 𝑠𝑖 𝑝 (𝑖 𝑚 , 𝑖 𝑛 )) be the term (resp., item)
similarity between 𝑡𝑚 and 𝑡𝑛 (resp., 𝑖 𝑚 and 𝑖 𝑛 ). In
Equations (5-6), 𝑤𝑚𝑗 and 𝑤𝑛𝑘 are the entries in the
Term-Item matrix while 𝑤𝑗𝑚 and 𝑤𝑘𝑛 are the entries in
the Item-Term matrix; φij is equal to 1 if i = j, otherwise
it is equal to φ where φ is mutual reinforcement factor
and φϵ[0,1]. The mutual reinforcement factoris guided to
give higher relevance to terms that represented the very
same items, (resp., to items represented by the very same
terms). As operated in (Quattrone et al., 2011), the
parameter can be learned fro m experiments. In this study,
the best performance was achieved was set equal to 0.4. In
this way, the term correlation matrix can be constructed and
it is used to compute matching degree between two p rofiles
as presented in the next section.

2.1.3 Profile matching

0

𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑜𝑐 (𝑢𝑖 , 𝑢𝑗 ) = {

𝑖𝑓 𝑢𝑖𝑗 = 0 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑢𝑗𝑖 = 0
1

𝑑𝑒𝑔(𝑢 𝑖 )+𝑑𝑒𝑔 (𝑢 𝑗)− 1

As the initial step, an expanded researcher profile is
generated by adding more keywords wh ich are similar to
those in the original researcher p rofile. To make it less
complicated we add three more terms to each term in the
profile. Similar terms are identified based on the precomputed term correlat ion matrix. Then, the enriched user
profile is used to match with potential group profiles. The
matching degree of terms between the extended user profile
and group profile is calculated as follows:
𝑛𝐸𝑇
𝑀𝐷 (𝑢, 𝑔) = ∑𝑖=1
𝑤𝑢𝑖 𝑤𝑔𝑖 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖

(7)

where MD (u, g) denotes term matching degree of the use
r and group profile; nET is the nu mber o f d istinct terms in
extended user profile; wui represents the weight of term i i
n the extended researcher profile; 𝑤𝑔𝑖 represents the weig
ht of term i in the group profile; 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖 indicates whether ter
m i is an user profile term or expanded term, where
simi=1, if it is the used keyword and simi in the term co rr
elation matrix otherwise.

,

𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

(8)

Where uij ∈ {0,1} is the element of User-User
matrix and if uij = 1 , a social link exists between ui
and uj . deg ( ui ) and deg (uj ) denote the degrees of nodes
ui and uj , respectively. For non-adjacent nodes ui and uj ,
we mu ltiply the similarity values between the intermed iate
nodes of the shortest path between ui and uj . For UserObject mat rix and User-Key word matrix, we use cosine
similarity to extract imp licit behavioral connections and
semantic connections. The user similarities of behavior
connections and semantic connections are defined as
follows:
𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑏𝑒ℎ (𝑢𝑖 , 𝑢𝑗 ) =

𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑒𝑚(𝑢𝑖 , 𝑢𝑗) =

∑∀𝑜∈𝑂(𝑤𝑢𝑖 ,𝑜∗𝑤𝑢𝑗 ,𝑜)
√∑∀𝑜∈𝑂(𝑤𝑢

2
2
) ∗√∑∀𝑜∈𝑂(𝑤𝑢𝑗 ,𝑜 )
𝑖 ,𝑜

∑∀𝑡 ∈𝑇(𝑤𝑢𝑖 ,𝑡 ∗𝑤𝑢𝑗 ,𝑡)
√∑∀𝑡∈𝑇(𝑤𝑢

2
2
) ∗ √∑∀𝑡∈𝑇(𝑤𝑢𝑗 ,𝑡)
𝑖 ,𝑡

(9)

(10)

2.2 Social aggregation filtering

Where 𝑤𝑢𝑖 ,𝑖 denotes the social behavior of users to obj
ects (items or groups) and it is often a b inary value (0 and 1
) fo r bookmarking (join ing) or not. 𝑤𝑢𝑖 ,𝑡 is the weight of t
erms in the user profile calculated in Section 2.1.1.

2.2.1 Connection extraction

2.2.2 Neighbor selection

There are three types of online connections between
users in social media websites. The first one is exp licit
social linkages, such as friendships. We call these
connections social connections, since they reflect the direct
social interactions between online users. The second one is
implicit relations derived fro m analy zing common social
behaviors of users, such as bookmarking the same item and
joining the same group. We call these relat ions behavioral
connections, which share the similar mean ing of neighbors
in collaborative filtering settings. The third one is imp licit
relations calculated by the similarity of user profile. We call
these relations semantic connections since they link people
through the similarity of semantic p rofiles. Based on the
graph representation of Figure 1, we can construct three
different relationship matrices: User-User matrix, UserObject matrix and User-Term matrix to derive three types
of connections respectively. For User-User mat rix, various
similarity measures (Liben-Nowell and Kleinberg, 2007)
(i.e. Adamic and Adar index, FriendTNS, Jaccard
Coefficient, Co mmon Neighbors index, Random Walk with
Restart (RW R) etc.) can be emp loyed to analyze the node
proximity in the network. In this paper, we choose the
FriendTNS metric to calcu late social connectivity in terms
of its good performance in other related applicat ions
(Sy meonidis et al., 2011). The FriendTNS similarity
measure is defined as follows:

After extracting three types of online connections, the
overall similarity between two users can be calculated by
aggregating the three similarity scores. In this paper, we
apply the Social-Union method (Sy meonid is et al., 2011) to
combine three similarity scores fro m heterogeneous online
connections. The aggregated user similarity scores are
further employed to select nearest neighbors for
recommendation. Social-Un ion method has three main
steps: Normalization, Weighting and Aggregation. The
formulas used in each steps are presented as follows:
Normalization Step,
𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑋 (𝑢 𝑖 , 𝑢𝑗 ) =

𝑠𝑖𝑚 𝑋 (𝑢𝑖 ,𝑢𝑗)−𝜇𝑋

(11)

𝜎𝑋

Where X denotes types of online connections (social,
behavioral, and semantic); μX denotes mean similarity
value of X similarity mat rix and σX denotes deviation of X
similarity matrix.
Weighting Step,
𝑑𝑥 =

𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙_𝑥
𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙_𝑥

,

𝑊𝑥 =

𝑑𝑥
∑𝑥∈𝑋 𝑑𝑥

(12)

Where local_x is the local density of the selected
user u into the adjacency matrix, i.e. the nu mber of non zero values in its row div ided by the number of users
( deg (ui ) /n ). global _x is the global density of the

adjacency matrix, i.e. the number of non-zero values in the
full matrix divided by the square of number of users (/n2 ).
Aggregation Step,
𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑢 𝑖 , 𝑢𝑗 ) = ∑𝑥∈𝑋

𝑊𝑥 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑥 (𝑢 𝑖 , 𝑢𝑗 )

(13)

Then, aggregated user similarity sim(ui , uj ) is used
to select nearest neighbors to support collaborative filtering
process.

existing ranking lists generated by applying semantic
content filtering module and social aggregation filtering
module consecutively. They are defined as follows:
Score𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑏𝑀𝑁𝑍(u, g) = τ ∗ (𝑀𝐷(𝑢, 𝑔)𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 + VS(u,g)𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 )

(15)
Score𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐹𝑢𝑠𝑒(u,g) = Map 𝑀𝐷 ∗ 𝑀𝐷(𝑢,𝑔) 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 + Map 𝑉𝑆VS(u,g)𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚

2.2.3 Collaborative filtering

simnorm =

The nearest neighbors with their corresponding
similarity scores to the focal user are retrieved by the
Social-Un ion method. Groups related to closest neighbors
are selected and we assign voting score for those selected
groups based on nearest neighbors’ interest. The voting
score of group g to user u is represented as VS (u, g) and it
is determined by the following formula:
VS(u, g) = ∑v∈Nr(u) sim(u, v ) ∗ m(v, g)

(14)

Where v ∈ Nr(u) is a user in the user u’s nearest
neighbors set Nr(u). sim(u, v ) denotes the aggregated
similarity score between user u and user v. m(v, g)
denotes whether or not user v has a membership relation
with group g and its value is set 1 or 0.

2.3 Group recommendation fusion
Group reco mmendation aims at reco mmending
interest groups that are mostly semantic relevant and
widely jo ined by similar users. The semantic matching
degree calculated above is used to determine contentrelated groups. The social aggregation score is used to
identity widely jo ined groups by connected users. The
amalgamation of these two types of results is necessary to
recommend most suitable ones. Therefore, we follow very
popular data fusion methods to aggregate two types of
results and to compute the final ranking score for the
candidate groups. Data fusion has also been widely
investigated in the information retrieval co mmun ity. They
were often divided into two categories: score-based and
ranking-based. Score-based fusion methods require
similarity in formation to conduct ranking list aggregation
(such as Co mbSu m, Co mbMNZ (Fo x and Shaw, 1994), and
linear co mb ination (Wu, 2012)). Ranking-based fusion
methods require rank or position informat ion to integrate
different candidate ranking lists (such as Borda fusion
(Aslam and Montague, 2001), Condorcet fusion (Montague
and Aslam, 2002) and MAPFuse (Lillis et al., 2010)).
In this research we model group recommendation as a
data fusion task. The Co mbSu m, Co mbMNZ and
MAPFuse aggregation method is applied to integrate

sim org −sim min
sim max − simmin

(16)
(17 )

Before being used to calculate recommendation score,
MD (u, g) and VS(u, g) should be processed through the
normalizat ion operation presented in Equation (17). τ is
the count measure and if MD(u, g)norm and VS(u, g) norm
are both more than zero, τ equals 2; if only one of
MD(u, g) norm and VS(u, g) norm is more than zero,
τ equals 1; if both of MD(u, g)norm and VS(u, g)norm
are zero, τ equals 0. MapMD and MapVS are the map
values (evaluation measure) calculated based on semantic
content filtering and social aggregation filtering. Then, the
final reco mmendations can be provided based on calculated
fusion scores.

2.4 Large-scale similarity computation
Since the number of users and the number of groups
are often huge in social med ia websites, previous research
was lack of run-t ime efficiency to find relevant interest
groups for users. We should refer to mo re intelligent
computation tools for Large-scale Similarity Co mputation.
With the rapid develop ment of informat ion techniques,
MapReduce (Elsayed et a l., 2008) is a popular framewo rk
for data-intensive parallel co mputation in shared-nothing
clusters of machines, which includes two functions: map
and reduce. The map function applies a user-defined
function to each key-value pair in the input and generates a
list of intermediate key-value pairs. These generated pairs
are then sorted and grouped by the key and are further
passed as inputs to the reduce function. The reduce function
applies a second user-defined function to every
intermediate key and all its associated values, and produces
the final result. It has been successfully applied in many
applications such as crawled document index, web access
log analysis, and machine learning. So, in this research,
MapReduce is suggested to improve the efficiency of group
recommendation process in social med ia websites. Now we
are calculating the user to group semantic similarity as an
example. In order to compute sim(x,y) for all pairs of user
profile and group profile in a batch mode, we first build an
inverted index fo r all terms in the vocabulary. For each
term t, there is a corresponding posting in the inverted

index Ind :
< (u1, wt,u1 ), (u2, wt ,r2), … , (ui, wt ,ri) … (g1 , wt,g1 ), (g2 , wt, g2), … , (gj , wt,gj )… >

Where ui is a user’s profile and g j is a group profil
e. wt,ri and wt,ri are the corresponding weights . Then, we
generate a mapper for each pair of user profile and group
profile in each inverted index posting. Finally, all of the int
ermediate results calculated by these mappers are aggregate
d by the reducers. We summarize these steps in the followin
g algorithm.
Algorithm: Similarity computation via MapReduce
Input: Inverted index Ind
Process:
Initialize sim(x,y):
sim(x, y): = 0,∀ x ∈ U, y ∈ G
For all t ∈ V Do
p (t): = Ind(t)
For all x, y ∈ p (t) Do
Map: map (key ≔ x: y, v = x,y) →< 𝑘𝑒𝑦 ≔ 𝑥: 𝑦, v′ = wt,x ∙ wt,y >
For all x ∈ U, y ∈ G Do
Reduce: sim(x, y) ≔ ∑key=x:yv′key
Output: sim(x,y) for all x ∈ U, y ∈ G

It’s easy to see that the same algorithm can be employed for
computing similarities for user paires.

3. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
3.1 Datasets

tagging articles, users can create and join groups according
to their research topics of interest. CiteULike offers daily
dumps of their core database. We used the dump of May 27,
2013 as the basis for our experiments. A dump contains
social tagging informat ion and group membership
informat ion. It does not, however, contain other art icle
metadata (such as title) information, so we crawl the art icle
title ourselves from the CiteULike website using the article
IDs. Since the dump only contain encrypted user IDs, we
have no real user IDs and we cannot obtain user friendship
relations. The second dataset was taken from Last.fm,
which is a social music website where users can tag artists,
tracks, and albu ms. It also allows users create and jo in
groups based on common interests, music artists, and/or
music genres. We used the published data from Schifanella
et al.’s wo rk (2010). Th is data set was crawled in the first
half o f 2009 and it contained social tagging informat ion,
item metadata information, user friendship informat ion and
group membership information which cover all the
informat ion our proposed method needed. In the original
group data, many groups contained only one member and
many users belonged to only one group. Therefore, we
conducted the data cleaning work and removed singlemember groups and ensured that items has been
bookmarked by at least two users. Finally, we obtained
8741 users and 1764 groups with 12699 observed usergroup pairs for CiteULike dataset and obtained 41615 users
and 44191 groups with 725744 observed user-group pairs
for Lastfm dataset. Table 1 is the description of the used
data statistics.

To evaluate the proposed semantic social group
recommendation framework, we used two test datasets
fro m social med ia websites. The first dataset was taken
fro m CiteULike, which is a social tagging website where
users can manage/share scholarly art icles. In addition to
Table 1: Statistics of filtered datasets used in experiments .
Dataset

Users

groups

Items

Memberships

Friendship

Bookmarks

CiteULike

8741

1764

112843

12699

/

308170

Lastfm

41615

44191

455075

725744

256446

3324955

3.2 Evaluation metrics

𝑀𝐴𝑃 =

We treat group recommendation as a content retrieval
system that recommends interest groups to online users.
The evaluation metrics, Precision@K (P@K) and Mean
Average Precision (MAP) (Croft et al., 2010) are employed
to evaluate the recommendation accuracy of different
methods. P@K measure only evaluates the ability to return
overall relevant groups. However, MAP measure considers
the rank info rmation of relevant groups in the
recommendation list. They are defined as follows.
𝑃@𝐾 =

𝑁𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑛𝑡
𝐾

(18)
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where K is the nu mber of reco mmended groups and in this
setting, K is set to 10; Nrelevant is the number of relevant
groups in the ranking list; |U| denotes the number of user;
mi is the nu mber of relevant groups to the user j; P(R ij )r
epresent the precision of reco mmended results fro m the top
result until you get togroup k.

3.3 Experimental procedure
We evaluate our proposed algorithms in the Top N

recommendation evaluation framework. Similar to the
experimentation in (Bogers and Van Den Bosch, 2011), We
divide each data set into a t rain ing and test set by randomly
selecting 10% o f the users to be in our test set (871 users
for CiteUlike and 4161 users for Lastfm). Final
performance is evaluated on this 10% so-called act ive users
by withholding 20% their jo ined groups. If an active user
has less than five joined groups, we used one group
affiliation in the test set. We optimize parameters involved
in reco mmendation models on the train ing set using 10-fo ld
cross-validation. The details of this evaluation setting can
be referred to Boger and Bosch’s work (2011). For the
performance comparison of our method and existing
methods, we imp lemented our method and existing group
recommendation approaches in the literature. They were
listed as follows:
1) Vector Space Model Method (abbreviated VSM ):
This method uses TF-IDF value of terms to represent user
profile and group profile. Then group candidates are ranked
by the calculated cosine similarity of user and group profile
vectors.
2) Semant ic Content Filtering Method (abbreviated
SCF): Th is is our proposed semantic group
recommendation method in Section 3.1. It is an enhanced
VSM method.
3) Graph Pro ximity Model Method (abbreviated
GPM): Th is is a graph-based method leveraging Katz
measure and it has achieved good performance for group
recommendation (Kim and El Saddik, 2013).
4) Social Aggregation Filtering Method (abbreviated
SAF): This is our proposed social group recommendation
method in Section 3.2. It co mbines social connections,
behavioral connections and semantic connections to
recommend interest groups.
5) Semant ic-Social Fusion Method (abbreviated SSF):
This is our proposed fused group recommendation method
which leverages semantic content and online connections to
generate recommendations for the user. Since two data
fusion strategies are emp loyed in this study, we obtained
two fused group recommendation methods: SSFComb and
SSFMap . .

Among these five methods, the first two represented
content-based methods and the next two represented CFbased methods. The last one could be considered as a
hybrid recommendation method. All of the five methods
are tested in the two datasets and the results will presented
in the next section.

4. RESULTS ANALYSIS
In this section, we present the detailed co mparison of
results. The values for evaluation metrics are obtained and
compared between the state-of-the-art methods and our
proposed approach on the CiteULike dataset and Lastfm.
The detailed results are shown in Table 2.
It can be easily observed from this table that our
proposed SSF approaches achieve the best performance in
terms of P@10 metric and MAP metric. For CiteULike
dataset, collaborative filtering methods (GPM and SAF)
achieves better performance than content-based methods
(VSM and SCF) while the gains are not obvious. Among
four baseline methods, GPM obtained highest P@10 scores
and SAF obtained highest MAP scores. For Lastfm dataset,
collaborative filtering methods achieves better performance
than content-based methods and the gains are obvious.
The reason for this d ifference between t wo datasets may be
that groups in CiteUlike have more centralized semantic
description while groups in Lastfm have dispersed
semantic description. GPM obtained highest P@10 scores
and highest MAP scores among baseline methods in Lastfm
dataset. Although GPM has better performance than SCF, it
often costs high time to compute pro ximity degree and
shows inefficiency in the real applications. Our proposed
methods obtain highest recommendation quality since they
leverage advantages of content-based approaches and
collaborative
filtering
approaches
and
allev iate
disadvantages of them. method is good at improving
P@10 measure, which indicates that it can recommend
more relevant interest groups to online users. method
does well in improv ing MAP measure, wh ich indicates that
it can rank relevant groups higher to online users.

Table 2: Comparison results of five methods on the two dataset.
VSM

SCF

GPM

SAF

P@10

0.0865

0.0973

0.1025

0.1014

0.1247

0.1225

MAP

0.0843

0.0965

0.1027

0.1036

0.1170

0.1208

P@10

0.0532

0.0521

0.0870

0.0854

0.1064

0.1042

MAP

0.0501

0.0489

0.0881

0.0827

0.1012

0.1178

CiteuLike

Lastfm

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
As online groups in social media websites are coming
into broad use as an important way of sharing experiences
and information, locating interest groups has become a
critical research issue. In this paper, we propose a semantic
social fused group recommendation framework by
leveraging semantic content analys is and social network
mining. Profiles of users are built fro m t wo aspects:
semantic content and heterogeneous connections. To
overcome shortcomings of traditional content-based and
collaborative filtering based methods, we rank the group
candidates according to the fused recommendation score
fro m the pre-co mputed matching degree score and social
aggregation score. We also employ Mapreduce framewo rk
to support large scale similarity computation. Finally, the
effectiveness of the proposed approach over baselines is
verified in two real social media datasets.
There are several limitations in this research. First, we
compute key word similarity to expand user profile. We are
aware that the use of do main ontology will g reatly help to r
esolve semantic amb iguity in keyword matching. Thus, in t
he future, research do main ontology can be constructed to s
upport extended profile matching. Second, this paper adopt
s the CombMNZ technique as the rank aggregation method.
So me co mplex data fusion techniques (Nandaku mar et al.,
2008) can also be considered.
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